How is Ohio State combatting the leading cause of mortality?

Learn from leading infectious disease researchers at the third-annual Discovery Talks

To help our community better understand Ohio State research and its impact, the Infectious Diseases Institute provides executive communication coaching to our faculty to help them share their knowledge and insights in infectious diseases and microbiology.

Discovery Talks showcase TED-style talks by those faculty to educate our community and share how our discoveries are contributing answers to real-world challenges around the globe.

**WHEN**
Friday, May 18, 2018
11 AM-1 PM

**WHERE**
BRT, Room 115

**WHO**
Featured speakers Besma Abbaoui, Bernice Agana, Jessica Cooperstone, Mike Dick, Greg Habing, Mark Mitton-Fry, Mark Weir

Lunch provided

See previous talk videos at go.osu.edu/discoverytalks